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ABSTRACT

Kiessig (1938) published data on the widths of the Mt line for elements
Sr (38) to Ce (58) . These data (in Table I) were obtained by measuring
microphotometer traces made from carefully exposed photographic plates.
They reveal that the width of Mt; increases rapidly with atomic number
in the range 38 ~ Z ~ 52, but drops greatly between elements 62 and 56.
Kiessig observed that the region In which the line width was increasing
was the entire flfth period of the periodic table, while the last three ele
ments with their narrower widths were part of the sixth period. Thil
observation tempted him to advance the generalization that the width of
Mt was small at the beginning of a period and increased to a maximum at
the end of a period, but Slegbahn and Magnusson (1934) had previously
found that the Mt; lines of Br (35) and Rb (37) were very narrow. Br and
Rb are both near the end of the fourth period. In view of this fact Kiessig
decided that the generalization was not valid. He did not advance any
other explanation.

TABLE I

Widths 01 Mt; in electron volts (alter Kie88tg)

=E=le=m=e=n=t===W=idth FEneme~-Widih Element

Sr(38) 1.99 Rh(46) 4.67 Sb(51)
Zr(40) 2.06 Pd(46) 6.74 Te (52)
Nb( 41) 3.44 Ag(47) 13.6 Ba(56)
Mo (42) 3.06 Cd (48 ) 14.8 La (57)
Ru(H) 3.79 8n(60) 16.4 Ce(58)

Width

18.6
18.5

7.0
9.1

10.6

This width anomaly can be explained very simply on the basts of the
theory of Une widths according to Welsskopf and Wlgner (1930). Accord
Ing to this theory the width of an x-ray line is equal to the sum of the
widths of the Initial and tlnal states; the width of a state II Inverl8ly
proportional to the mean Ufe of atoms in the state. If T Is the mean Ufe
of atoms In state A and W is the width of the level In energy units, then

W = h121fT = 1: y ..I
B B

Where y A is the probab1l1ty of the transition A to B and the sum extends
B

over all possible transitions.

The line Mt arises from a transition trom the M. state to the Nil or
Nrn state, 80 its great width for elements such as silver must be due to
a great width for one or more of these states. Work by Parratt (1988) on
the silver L series reveals that the M. level is narrow, but that the Nil
and Nm levels are very broad.

The great widths of the N u and Nm levels must be assoclatecf with
very large values of the probabtuties for certain transitions from th8118
ltatea. In the case of the Nil level the Auger (radlatfonleu) transttlons Nu
to NUl Ou, III are forbidden by energy conservation for element. of atomic
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Dumber aboTe 66. The probabWtlee of these tranBitiona wm be Tery amall
when the energy of the ejected electron fa great, 80 theM tranalUona wUl
be Tery probable only tor a few elements of atomic number under 68 and
will rapidly become Ieee probable for elements of atomic number below
approximately 60. The NIII leTel should, by chance, be Tery wide tn the
llUDe region because the Auger tranaltlons NIII to N.T, T NIY, T are POSSible
for all elements of atomic number below 66 and forbidden for elements
of higher atomic number. The probabtuttes of these tranBlttoDS will also
haTe a maximum for elements Just below Z = 66 and should drop oft
rapidly for elements of atomic number under 60 or thereabouts.

Thus the great width of Mt for elements of atomic number near 63
and the decrease In widths on 60th sides of the maxlm)llD fa readily ex·
plalned In terms of the high probabUlUes of the Auger tranaittona N.~

NIII 011, III and Nil..... N.l', T N.y, Y.

It Is po88ible that the width increase between elements 66 and 68 18
due to the increasing probabtuty of the Auger transitions Nil..... N.y, y
N.y, y whIch Is po88ible for elements of atomic number under 60, but the
data do not cover a sufficiently large atomic-number range to be eon
clullve.
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